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Transmittal Letter

Date:

September 20, 2019

To:

Thomas M. Leahy, P.E., Acting City Manager

Subject:

Audit of the Automated Vehicle Locator Program

I am pleased to present the report of our Audit of the City’s Automated Vehicle Locator (AVL) Program. This
audit addressed the City departments’ use of AVL for their operational and monitoring functions.
Findings considered to be of insignificant risk have been discussed with management. We completed our
fieldwork on June 19, 2019.
The Office of the City Auditor reports to City Council through the Audit Committee and is organizationally
independent of all other City Departments. This report is intended solely for the information and use of the
Audit Committee, City Council, Departments of Public Works, Public Utilities, Parks and Recreation, Planning,
and Housing, and other appropriate management. It is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone
other than these specified parties. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not
limited.
We would like to thank the management and staff of the Departments of Public Works, Public Utilities, Parks
and Recreation- Park & Landscape Services, Planning, and Housing Code Enforcement for their cooperation
and responsiveness to our requests and questions during our audit.
If you have any questions about this report, or any audit-related issue, I can be reached at 385-5872 or via
email at lremias@vbgov.com.
Respectfully submitted,
Lyndon S. Remias, CPA, CIA
City Auditor
c:

City Council Members
Audit Committee Members
David A. Bradley, Acting Deputy City Manager
Kenneth L. Chandler, Deputy City Manager
Ronald H. Williams, Jr., Deputy City Manager
Mark A. Johnson, Director, Department of Public Works
Robert S. Montague, Jr., Director, Department of Public Utilities
Michael F. Kirschman, Director, Department of Parks and Recreation
Andrew M. Friedman, Director, Department of Housing and Neighborhood Preservation
Robert “Bobby” J. Tajan, Director, Department of Planning
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Purpose

This audit addresses the City departments’ use of AVL for their operational and monitoring
functions.

Scope and Objectives

The scope of the audit covered AVL procedures implemented by various City departments’ during
the November 2018 to March 2019 timeframe. Sampling of work orders and inspections covered
the period of March 15, 2019 to April 15, 2019. Specific audit objective is:
•

To determine how City departments’ use the AVL program that have implemented AVL
devices in their vehicles.

Methodology

To accomplish our objectives, we performed the following:
• Met with appropriate staff from the Departments of Public Works, Public Utilities, Parks
and Recreation, Planning, and Housing and Neighborhood Preservation to discuss their
use of the AVL program.
• Reviewed available documentation from the various departments mentioned above
regarding AVL and their usage.
• Obtained listings of work orders and inspections from applicable departments for sample
testing.
• Compared work orders and inspection locations to data in the AVL program to verify that
applicable work crews or inspectors visited the locations in their vehicles.
• Made recommendations to enhance usage and efficacy of the AVL program to the City
management.

Standards

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained during this audit provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
The Office of the City Auditor reports to City Council through the Audit Committee and is
organizationally independent of all City Departments. This report will be distributed to the City’s
Audit Committee, City Council, and appropriate management within the City of Virginia Beach.
This report is also available to the public.
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Background
Automated Vehicle Locator
An automated vehicle locator (AVL) is a system that uses the Global Positioning System (GPS ) to
enable a business or agency to remotely track the location of its vehicle fleet by using the
internet. The system combines GPS technology, cellular communications, street-level mapping,
and an intuitive user interface, with the goal of improving fleet management and customer
service. For example, a company using an AVL system is able to pinpoint the longitude, latitude,
ground speed, and course direction of a given vehicle.
NetworkFleet, a division of
AssetWorks, operates the
City’s
AVL
system.
NetworkFleet provides GPS
fleet management solutions
and enables users to perform
GPS functions such as fleet
tracking, mapping, zooming,
panning, identify, query and
various diagnostics. It helps all
sizes of public and private fleets to track, monitor, and manage their vehicles. In August 2006,
Verizon Telematics acquired NetworkFleet.
The AVL device itself is a small black box that
hooks into the scanner port (same port used
for car diagnostics). The device is tamper
resistant with seals on it. If the wire tie seal is
broken, then it is evident the device has been
tampered with. Fleet Management also
receives warnings via email when the device
loses power.
AVL device sends out a signal (ping) to a
satellite with location information and
automatically refreshes. When the vehicle is
in park, the system will send data that the car
is off and how long the vehicle stays in that location. When the vehicle is started back up and
moving, the two-minute pings start again. The system overlays with Google Earth and a flat file
from GIS (MapQuest). The flat file gives all the street names and addresses, and as the car moves
around it will show the addresses, notify the user if it is a business or residence, and provide the
time of day the driver went past a certain location.
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Benefits of AVL
City departments with AVL installed in their vehicles vary in the use and depth of involvement
with the AVL system for their operational and monitoring purposes. Once a department or
division implements AVL as a management tool, it is at the department’s discretion how the tool
is used. Below we list the operational and monitoring activities by the AVL system.
Operational Uses of AVL
AVL systems can provide operational efficiencies. By using AVL, a City vehicle's location is quickly
located and has the ability to be re-routed to provide timely delivery to a nearby address or
citizen. An operational use of AVL for Public Works Fleet Management is to locate where their
closest wrecker, or tow truck, is to a disabled City vehicle. They are able to locate both the
disabled car and the closest tow truck to bring in the car for repairs. This provides efficiencies in
operations, no longer needing to radio all available wreckers.
Public Works Building Maintenance uses AVL for similar purposes. For example, if a call comes
in for a broken water line at the Aquarium the administrator can view in the AVL system which
truck is closest to the Aquarium. Thereafter they can send other workers as needed to respond
to the call.
During the wintertime, Parks and Recreation Park & Landscape
Services uses AVL on their snowplows. In their departmental AVL
system, a group of vehicles is set up called ‘PR-plow’ for snowplows
and ‘PR-spreader’ for the salt spreaders; they use those AVL groups
during a snow removal operation to monitor activities and help
ensure that the trucks are evenly dispersed to the different zones
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throughout City. It is difficult to keep track of where the equipment is and where the vehicles
park every night during a three-day snow removal operation. However, the administrator can
come in at six o'clock in the morning, bring up the AVL window, and know where all the trucks
are located, thus saving time in locating, tracking, and managing these vehicles.
Departments began to implement AVL in their vehicles in 2014. Management shared with
employees the capabilities of AVL, the ability to track vehicle speed, location, and all stops and
idle times. The departments began to see a change in work patterns. There was a significant
drop in reports of employees and vehicles loitering in improper locations. There also was a
dramatic drop in fuel usage. Park & Landscape Services reported that between FY 2013 and FY
2014, they saved a total of 12,554 gallons of fuel. That represented an estimated savings of
$41,930 (at average $3.34 per gallon) which is the same amount of money that the AVL program
costs per year.
Monitoring Uses of AVL
AVL systems allow the ability for monitoring to increase the accountability of field personnel.
Supervisors can get a real-time snapshot of driver adherence to a route, provide citizens with an
estimated time of arrival, and communicate directly with drivers.
The AVL system has a feature called Geofences,
which is where a geographical area can be fencedoff in the system. When a vehicle with AVL
installed in it enters or leaves the Geofenced area,
an alert can be sent that notifies management.
Park & Landscape Services makes extensive use of
Geofences. Any time they suspect an issue or
receive a complaint from a citizen, they can go in
and use Geofences. On one occasion, they
discovered an individual going home for lunch in
their City vehicle against departmental policy and
staying anywhere from thirty to ninety
minutes. That individual resigned as soon as he learned what Park & Landscape Services found.
As an example, Park & Landscape Services caught workers going to the City fuel pumps once in
the morning, and once in the afternoon, every day. The trucks hold a lot more fuel than what
two trips a day would necessitate. Employees were counseled that managers noticed some of
them were making excessive trips to get fuel, and they were reminded about their responsibility
to make productive use of their time. On a related topic, Fleet Management periodically does
fuel audits where they will review AVL to see if a driver drives past a City fuel site but instead
goes to a private gas station to fuel up. City drivers are required to use the City’s fuel sites, if the
policy is violated then their City procurement card may be taken from them.
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Park & Landscape Services used a Geofence around a tree limb down on the side of Princess Anne
Road. The administrator noticed the limb was there for about two weeks. Therefore, he drew
a Geofence around this limb so he could see how many of their vehicles had driven by that limb,
and had not picked it up. The result was roughly 40 vehicles. At the next round of site meetings,
it was explained the purpose of their vehicles is to pick up debris during maintenance visits.
All departments have mentioned using AVL to investigate a
number of citizen complaints involving City vehicles, such as taking
too long of breaks or City vehicle related accidents. Reviewing AVL
data either can confirm the complaint or vindicate the driver. A
citizen stated a Parks & Recreation vehicle ran over her foot at a
Wawa gas station, and the driver did not notice or failed to stop
after the incident occurred. The data in the AVL system did not
show a Parks & Recreation vehicle at the Wawa when the accident
supposedly occurred. Since AVL is not infallible, a manager from
Parks & Recreation went to the Wawa and asked to review security
camera footage from the time in question. The security footage showed the woman reacting to
a private commercial vehicle, one with a circular logo, that went closely by her in the Wawa
parking lot, but there were no City vehicles visible in the footage. This is just one example of how
AVL has helped exonerate City drivers, and since the AVL system has been in use, complaints
from citizens about employees in City vehicles have decreased across the board.
Alerts can be set up in AVL and managed to push information via email to the supervisors so they
do not need to log on to the program and pull up the truck number or date. They can just see it
in an email. The alert can be instant so if they have someone that has a speeding violation, they
can call them up and address it right away versus waiting a week to look at a report, so the alerts
are timely.
Nearly all departments do ongoing monitoring of their drivers and vehicles with AVL installed.
Housing Code Enforcement and Planning Permits and Inspections conduct spot checks of their
inspectors on a periodic basis. They check whether people were doing what they are supposed
to do, not speeding, and not idling too long. Other larger departments also conduct spotchecking although they rely more on Geofences, alerts, and calls that come in about any issues
with drivers or vehicles that arise.
Public Works Building Maintenance used AVL to double check some overtime slips and verify
times workers said they got back to the shop. In fact, there was one person who forgot to write
down the time on his time sheet and they checked AVL for the timestamp to verify he had actually
worked an hour of overtime. Therefore, the administrator said many of their workers are
embracing AVL; however, some of them hate it because now they feel they are being watched.
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Implementation of AVL in City Vehicles
Actual AVL usage in the City started in July 2014. As of March 22, 2019 there were 686 AVL
devices installed on City vehicles. See Table 1 below:
Table 1: Number of City Vehicles with AVL Installed as of March 22, 2019
Number of
AVL
Percentage AVL
Department
Vehicles
Installed
Installed
Public Utilities
529
237
44.8%
Parks and Recreation
527
188
35.7%
Public Works
485
170
35.1%
Planning and Community Development
64
55
85.9%
Housing and Neighborhood Preservation
35
33
94.3%
Economic Development
5
3
60.0%
Totals
1645
686
41.7%
Expanding the AVL implementation is ongoing and currently Public Works Building Maintenance
is installing AVL on all of their vehicles as well as other divisions of Public Works. Human Services
implementation begins after July 1, 2019. AVL is installed in 817 vehicles Citywide, as of June 25,
2019.
Public Safety departments such as Police, Fire, and Emergency Medical Services have their own
GPS version, PremierOne CAD, and that was not part of our review.
Additionally, Waste Management has a different GPS system, Drive Cam, with a camera installed
on their trash collection trucks. It provides similar information that AVL does but with more
driver performance data. Drive Cam was not part of our review.
Cost of AVL devices
Each department pays for their own use of AVL. Fleet Management receives the Asset
Works/NetworkFleet invoices and then they are broken down for each department that uses
AVL.
The City signed a new contract on March
26, 2019, with AssetWorks.
The
hardware for the AVL devices is a onetime purchase cost of $114.95, down
from $300.00 under the previous State
contract.
The new monthly rate is
$22.20 (down from $24.77) per device;
therefore,
the
yearly
cost
is
approximately $266.40 per vehicle to
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monitor it. At the current 817 vehicles with AVL, the yearly cost is $217,650 for the monitoring
aspect. The 130 additional AVL devices installed since March 22, 2019 cost $14,944 at the new
lowered price.

Results
Finding 1: Not all Departments and Divisions are Using AVL
As of March 22, 2019, twelve departments utilize City vehicles, but did not have AVL devices
installed. While there are no administrative directives to require departments and divisions to
install AVL on their vehicles, it is a best practice to do so for any operational and monitoring
purposes. Without AVL installed on their vehicles, department management cannot track and
monitor the whereabouts of their vehicles on a remote basis. Table 2 below lists the departments
that had vehicles without AVL installed.
Table 2: Departments with City Vehicles but without AVL Installed as of March 22, 2019
Number of
AVL
Department/Office
Vehicles
Installed
1 Human Services
126
0
2 Convention and Visitors Bureau
44
0
3 Real Estate Assessor
11
0
4 Museums and Historical Houses
10
0
5 Information Technology
8
0
6 Libraries
5
0
7 Human Resources- Occupational Safety and Health Services
3
0
8 Media and Communications Group
3
0
9 Agriculture
2
0
10 Emergency Management
2
0
11 Emergency Communications & Citizen Services
2
0
12 Sandler Center for the Arts
1
0
Overall Totals
217
0
Fleet Management is currently installing AVL devices on more vehicles in various divisions of
Public Works and the department of Human Services are scheduled to start AVL installation on
July 1, 2019.

Recommendation
1.

Require all City vehicles to install AVL devices after considering feasibility, necessity, and
whether AVL installation is value-added for departmental management.
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Finding 2: Not all Users are Logging into AVL
Over the period of January 1, 2019 to April 11, 2019, we found that 40.9% (52/127) of all users
having access to the AVL platform did not log into the NetworkFleet system. By granting AVL
access, it would be expected the person to use the system in their management capacity. By not
logging into the system to at least, monitor the vehicles under their management, the risk of
drivers not attending to their duties increases. Table 3 below provides the numbers of AVL users
that did not log into the system by department.
Table 3: Number of AVL Users not Logged in Between
January 1, 2019 to April 11, 2019
Number of
Number of
Department
Users Not
AVL Users
Logged In
Public Utilities
64
24
Parks and Recreation
24
7
Public Works
27
15
Planning and Community Development
6
3
Housing and Neighborhood Preservation
6
3
Totals
127
52

Percentage of
Users Not
Logged In
37.5%
29.2%
55.6%
50.0%
50.0%
40.9%

This year the Office of the City Auditor’s Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Office conducted an
investigation including several inspectors. The inspectors did not visit the address location of
their work site, nor did they go out and inspect the location they were assigned to that day. Their
supervisors did not log into the AVL system, monitor their employees through spot checks and
hold them accountable to their assigned work.

Recommendation
2.

Evaluate the necessity of each employee’s AVL access privileges. Establish procedures for
accountability relative to their AVL management responsibilities.

Finding 3: Work Order and Inspection Locations not Actually Visited
In light of Finding 2 above, not logging into the AVL system for monitoring purposes increases the
risk of employees not doing the work they are supposed to do. We found that 16% of the
locations in our sample of work orders and inspections from the March 15, 2019 to April 15, 2019
period were not visited by workers and inspectors per AVL data. The expectation is that workers
and inspectors physically visit and complete their assigned work. By not doing the actual work,
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the risk increases for a growing backlog and fraud. Table 4 below lists the sample sizes and how
many were not confirmed by AVL.
Table 4: Results of Sample of Work Orders and Inspections
Between March 15, 2019 - April 15, 2019
Sample
Not
Department/Division
Visited
Size
Visited
Housing and Neighborhood Preservation/
49
47
2
Code Enforcement
Parks and Recreation/ Park & Landscape
80
69
11
Services
Planning and Community Development/
56
38
18
Permits and Inspections

% Not
Visited
4.1%
13.8%
32.1%

Public Utilities

55

55

0

0.0%

Public Works

47

32

11

23.4%

287

241

42

14.6%

Totals

Recommendation
3.

Require all supervisors to conduct ongoing monitoring of work orders and ensure the
inspection locations are actually visited and the work is completed.

Finding 4: Former Employees Still Have Access to AVL
We found eleven retired or resigned employees that still had AVL access. There are no policies
and procedures in place to notify Fleet Management that an AVL user has left the City. Since the
NetworkFleet system is web-based and accessible from anywhere, a former employee can still
access AVL information from anywhere. The risk is higher for any former employee that may
have left the City under negative circumstances could possibly use the AVL information against
the City or sell the AVL credentials to other people. Table 6 below lists, without the names, the
people whether they have retired or resigned, the last day of employment, and the amount of
time as of April 12, 2019 the person was still in the system.
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Employee
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 6: Average Number of Days Former City Employees
with AVL access remained in AVL system
Retired/
Last Day of
Days still in AVL system
Resigned
Employment
as of 4/12/2019
Retired
12/31/2015
1205
Resigned
9/20/2017
570
Retired
12/31/2017
467
Retired
1/31/2018
446
Resigned
6/10/2018
315
Resigned
7/1/2018
289
Resigned
8/13/2018
244
Retired
10/31/2018
166
Retired
12/31/2018
108
Resigned
2/28/2019
51
Retired
2/28/2019
48
Total Days
3909
Average Days still in system
355

On average, a former employee with AVL access credentials remained in the AVL system almost
a year, 355 days, beyond their last day of employment. Fleet Management has since removed
these former employees.

Recommendation
4.

Implement a policy for AVL departmental administrators to notify Fleet Management
when an AVL user has left the City or otherwise no longer needs AVL access.

Finding 5: Lack of Consistent Training on use of AVL
Only one out of six departments/divisions have received training from an AVL representative for
operating the AVL system. AVL has evolved from an optional system to a now important
management tool for the City’s fleet. Therefore, a formal training program for AVL usage needs
be established. Lack of in-depth AVL training limits AVL users’ capabilities to use the AVL system
to its full potential. Table 5 below lists the AVL training received by the department/division.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 5: AVL Training Received by Departments
Department/Division
AVL Training Received
Housing and Neighborhood
Did not receive any AVL training.
Preservation- Code Enforcement
Parks and Recreation- Park &
A Verizon representative provided training.
Landscape Services
Planning and Community
Did not receive any AVL training.
Development- Permits and Inspections
Planning and Community
Did not receive any AVL training.
Development- Zoning
Some users received no training. Fleet
Public Utilities
Management provided walk-through for others.
Parks and Recreation Park & Landscape Services
Public Works- Building Maintenance
Administrator provided walk-through of AVL.

Recommendation
5.

Require that all new users complete the training modules available online in
NetworkFleet. Establish a formal, in-depth AVL user-training group with the
NetworkFleet/Verizon AVL representative to conduct training sessions. This will increase
awareness of AVL capabilities and management skills including using available reports
that the NetworkFleet website can provide to management.

Finding 6: Lack of Citywide Policy and Procedures for AVL
There are no policy and procedures established for the Citywide use of the AVL system. In 2014,
there was only one department that was using AVL but now has increased to six (soon to be
seven) departments with 817 vehicles with AVL devices currently installed. Each department has
the freedom to determine how they use the AVL system but with recent use expansion, an overall
Citywide guidance would be appropriate.

Recommendation
6.

Establish a departmental policy and/or procedures for the implementation and use of the
AVL system.
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Conclusion
Our audit identified several key areas that need improvement in the management of the AVL
system. The implementation of our recommendations will help strengthen the management and
operating controls over this significant function.
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OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER
(757) 385-4242
(757) 427-5626 FAX

MUNICIPAL CENTER
BUILDING 1, ROOM 234
2401 COURTHOUSE DRIVE
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23456-9001

September 18, 2019
Lyndon S. Remias, CPA, CIA
City Auditor
Subject: Audit of the Automated Vehicle Locator (AVL) Program-Use and Monitoring
Dear Mr. Remias:
I am writing to confirm receipt of the AVL Program audit report prepared by your office. I would
like to extend my appreciation to your staff for their thoroughness and professionalism, and offer
the following actions and comments in regard to the report findings and recommendations.
Finding 1: Not all Departments and Divisions are Using AVL
Fleet Management will install AVL prior to placing new vehicles in service. The AVL equipment
will be included in the cost of the new vehicle. The Verizon monitoring reoccurring costs will be
processed and paid through Fleet Management, and will become part of the flat rate structure in
the FY 2020-21 Operating Budget. This will cover all new city vehicles with the exception of
Police, Fire and EMS.
Finding 2: Not all Users are Logging into AVL
Departments will review who has appropriate access to the AVL program, but they note that
supervisors and other staff investigate specific concerns or monitor staff through automated
reports as needed, instead of logging into AVL on a regular basis.
Departments note a dramatic drop in loitering calls with the implementation of AVL; when
employees know that their movements are being tracked, they are more cognizant of their work
behavior. As noted above, AVL is often used to verify a concern or circumstance surrounding an
accident or to confirm or refute a claim made by a resident. Supervisors often do not have the
time to proactively use the software given the demands of their individual responsibilities.
However, they can use AVL after the fact to investigate situations as indicated above.
Finding 3: Work Order and Inspection Locations not Actually Visited
Departments will review proper documentation of Hansen work orders and Accela inspection
requests to ensure assets are properly entered, as well as establish a monitoring process to
spot check the use of resources. Given limited resources, it is not feasible for supervisors to
ensure that the locations of every work order are visited and that the work has been completed.
Reviewing work orders and associated AVL information is a manual, time-consuming process.
Simply having AVL in use provides an incentive for employees to complete their work, and
regular spot checking provides for a reasonable means of quality assurance.

Lyndon S. Remias, City Auditor
Audit of the Automated Vehicle Locator Program-Use and Monitoring
September 18, 2019
Page | 2

Finding 4: Former Employees Still Have Access to AVL
Public Works’ Fleet Management Division has developed a process (AVL-Network Fleet User
Access Termination) where AVL user privileges will be terminated when fuel access and/or
Lenel access cards are terminated.
Finding 5: Lack of Consistent Training on use of AVL
Each department will oversee training programs for their AVL users. The feasibility of creating a
cross-departmental user group will also be considered.
Finding 6: Lack of Citywide Policy and Procedures for AVL
Some departments have established policies and procedures for AVL – see attached policy
from the Department of Public Utilities. A workgroup will be established among the Departments
of Public Works, Public Utilities, Parks and Recreation, Housing and Neighborhood Preservation
and Planning to review individual departmental policies and establish an overall Citywide policy.
Sincerely,

David A. Bradley
Acting Deputy City Manager
Attachment (1)
c:

Thomas M. Leahy, P.E., Acting City Manager
Ronald H. Williams, Jr., Deputy City Manager
Kenneth L. Chandler, Deputy City Manager
Mark A. Johnson, Director of Public Works
Michael F. Kirschman, Director of Parks and Recreation
Robert S. Montague, Jr., Director of Public Utilities
Robert “Bobby” J. Tajan, Director of Planning

